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Scene I
Prelude. No fire again tonight, Emma?
Whoever can than be?
Now George Bunting. I haven’t got time to sit here with you
There’s young Joe.
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Scene II
It is evening, a week later
Daisy Bunting arrives
Emma fusses half-heartedly with cushions and knick-knacks
Emma has returned to her own room
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Scene I
Prelude. It is very late the next night
Left alone, Emma rocks herself in her chair
Suddenly Emma hears voices approaching outside
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Scene II
Late afternoon of the following day
Mr Bunting…it’s something I ought to tell you
Does Mum know?
The Lodger gropes his way out of the house
Epilogue. When did you know who he was?
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THE LODGER
Opera in Two Acts

Music by Phyllis Tate

THE LYRITA RECORDED EDITION TRUST
ITTER BROADCAST COLLECTION

Libretto by David Franklin
adapted from the novel by Mrs. Belloc-Lowndes

Richard Itter had a life-long fascination with recording and he habitually
acquired professional equipment for disc and tape recording even for solely
private use. From his home in Burnham he was able to receive a good signal
from the BBC Wrotham transmitter, which was constructed in 1951 and
began broadcasting VHF/FM on 2 May 1955. His domestic recordings from
BBC transmissions (including Proms, premieres, operas, symphonies and
chamber music – more than 1500 works in total), date from 1952-1996.
Everything was initially recorded on magnetic tape, but up to 1955
particularly important performances were transferred to acetate disc. These
fragile discs were never played and have remained in excellent condition, as
have the majority of the tapes which make up the bulk of the collection. In
2014 the Lyrita Recorded Edition Trust begun to transfer this priceless
archive and has put in place formal agreements with the BBC and the
Musicians Union to enable the release of items from it to the public.

BBC Northern Singers (Chorus-Master, Stephen Wilkinson)
BBC Northern Orchestra (Leader, Reginald Stead)
Conducted by Charles Groves
The Lodger was commissioned by the Royal Academy of Music
and first performed there in July 1960. This revised score, adapted for the BBC,
was the opera’s first broadcast. Produced by Douglas Cleverdon & Lionel Salter
Broadcast by the BBC on 2 February 1964

‘The Lodger’ music by Phyllis Tate, libretto by David Franklin based on the novel by
Marie Adelaide Belloc Lowndes © 1960 Phyllis Tate, David Franklin, and Susan
Lowndes Marques. Copyright administered by Oxford University Press, reproduced by
permission. All rights reserved.
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1964. Singers Joseph Ward, Johanna Peters, Owen Brannigan, Marion Studholme,
Alexander Young were joined by narrator Trevor Anthony with the BBC Northern Singers
and Orchestra under Charles Groves. The work later received its first professional concert
performance by the New Opera Chorus and the English Chamber Orchestra conducted by
Myer Fredman at St. Pancras Town Hall on 19 March 1965 as part of that year’s St. Pancras
Festival. On that occasion the principals were Peter Leeming, Yvonne Minton, Emyr Green,
Audrey Attwood and David Hillman.
forms part of a select group of British stage works with a horrific or supernatural
theme, which includes Britten’s
(1954) and Carlo Martelli’s
(1990). In Tate’s opera, what she referred to as ‘the sinister element’12 is
subtle and suggested rather than exaggerated or gratuitous and moments of genuine tension
are juxtaposed with other non-sensational elements such as the burgeoning romance between
Daisy and Joe and the local colour of the chorus’s music hall number. The composer’s
natural gift for extended, lyrical lines and her capacity to build and dispel tension assist in
lending distinction to an atmospheric and cogently constructed piece of music theatre.

The Cast
GEORGE BUNTING (Bass)

Owen Brannigan

EMMA, his wife (Mezzo-Soprano)

Johanna Peters

DAISY, their daughter (Soprano)

Marion Studholme

THE LODGER (High Baritone)

Joseph Ward

JOE CHANDLER, a young detective (Tenor)

Alexander Young

A paper-boy (Tenor)

John Thornley

A policeman (Bass-Baritone)

Ranken Bushby

A cockney (Baritone)

Trevor Anthony

A cockney Woman

Rachel Paine

A cockney Man

Geoffrey Clifton

Chorus of cockney revellers
BBC Narrator, Anthony Jacobs

Our Special Correspondent, ‘Phyllis Tate’s Opera: Psychology and Murder in the 1880s’,
1960, p.17.
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Phyllis Tate

(1911-1987) once declared she was ‘something in the nature of a
chameleon, with a predilection for continual change of mood and scene’.1 The restless,
questing aspect of her nature is reflected in her creative output in that she rarely wrote for the
same medium twice and favoured unusual combinations of instruments in her scores. This
inclination to explore and experiment, which also informs her approach to form and harmony,
is complemented by a preference for clearly defined structures. Tate’s solid technique and
natural lyricism found expression in an innately eloquent and refined musical language that
communicates directly to the listener. Her colleague and contemporary Humphrey Searle
referred to her as ‘a composer of markedly original gifts’, and identified the chief qualities of
her music as ‘fastidiousness, subtlety and, in many works, a real strength’.2
She was born in Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire on 6 April 1911, the only child of architect
John Duncan Tate and Annie Stewart Holt. At the age of 10 she was expelled from primary
school for singing a lewd song and subsequently received no further formal schooling. Her
first compositions date from her teenage years, when she wrote foxtrots and blues to her own
lyrics. On seaside piers she would render these songs, ‘crooned in a sort of husky whisper’,3
accompanying herself on the ukulele. She also joined a group of musicians who gave concerts
for charity. Coaxed by the composer Harry Farjeon into undertaking a more structured
musical education, she attended the Royal Academy of Music from 1928 to 1932, studying
composition with Farjeon, as well as piano, timpani and conducting. Her career as a
prematurely
timpanist in the Academy Orchestra was terminated after she entered
during an empty bar while Sir Henry Wood was conducting.
Several of her early works, including a symphony and an operetta entitled
, were performed at the RAM. After leaving college, she achieved a number of
notable premieres. Her cello concerto was played by Peers Coetmore4 with the Bournemouth
Municipal Orchestra under Dan Godfrey at the Winter Gardens, Bournemouth in 1934, and
a string quartet in A and songs for tenor and piano were programmed at the MacnaghtenLemare concerts in 1936. During the 1930s she also wrote and arranged commercial light
, Vol. 107, No. 1481 (Jul., 1966), pp. 591.
Phyllis Tate, ‘The What d’ ye call it’,
Humphrey Searle, ‘Phyllis Tate’,
, Vol. 96, No. 1347 (May, 1955), p. 247.
Norman Kay, ‘Phyllis Tate’,
, Vol.116, No. 1587 (May, 1975), p.429.
4
Coetmore married the composer E. J. Moeran in 1945 and features in recordings of the latter’s Cello Concerto,
Cello Sonata and Prelude for cello and piano on Lyrita SRCD299.
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it makes a shattering impact as a piece of psychological insight at that precise juncture in the
opera’s unfolding drama.
The Epilogue, which simply features the landlady and her husband, makes a stirring, and
cathartic, conclusion. After so much foreboding, suspense and terror, the Biblical text, ‘The
greatest of these is charity’ has a redemptive power that ultimately succeeds in lifting the
opera above the thrills of a ‘penny dreadful’ and onto a more elevated plane. This
) and by
transformation of mood is represented in the sombre music (
the quiet dignity of Emma and George who are left together standing quite still as the curtain
very slowly falls. As Tate herself put it, this closing section offers ‘a crystallising of all the
elements of the whole opera’.9
was commissioned by the Royal Academy of Music and this musical institution
where Tate had been a student staged the opera’s premiere on 14 July 1960.10 Jean Evans,
David Bowman, William McCue and John Wakefield were the principals and the Royal
Academy Chorus and Orchestra were conducted by Myers Foggin. By means of a gauze
curtain, an ingeniously devised single set was able to show the street and the two rooms in the
house where the storyline develops.
garnered an exceptionally positive reaction in the
After its first performance,
press. It was summed up in
as ‘an unusual and successful opera’, whilst the critic
called it ‘a piece with real individuality and dramatic conviction’. The
from
’ reviewer opined that ‘such theatrical gifts are rare …’ and the
columnist wrote that ‘Phyllis Tate has handled this complex emotional situation with great
musical resource and considerable psychological penetration’. ‘Superb concerted writing …
The whole fabric ... is woven with astonishing mastery’ pronounced the
correspondent. Perhaps the biggest compliment of all appeared in
, where
Harold Rosenthal declared that, ‘Other than
, this is probably the most
successful ‘first’ opera by a native composer since the war’.11
The first broadcast, presented here, took place on the BBC’s Third Programme on 2 February
Ibid.
Coincidentally, the RAM is situated in Marylebone Road, the location of the murderer’s lodgings in the opera.
11
Harold Rosenthal, ‘Opera of the Month’, The Musical Times, Vol. 1010, No. 1411 (Sep., 1960), p.570.
9
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in signifying the family’s gradual realisation that their paying guest is a murderer. Details
about his character are revealed in stages so that the audience feels the growing terror of the
other characters as the sinister truth about the lodger is slowly revealed.
The modest orchestral forces required include double woodwind, a standard complement of
brass without a tuba, celesta, timpani, and percussion. In addition to these conventional
instruments, Tate also asks for a ‘pub’ or ‘honky-tonk’ piano, as it is referred to in the score,
which appears in Act One Scene Two. Though the orchestration is often shadowy and
ominous, there is a powerfully elegiac tone, even in the big ensembles and especially in the
sanctifying epilogue. However, the overall tone is sinister and disquieting, as befits an opus
with a horror theme.
It is not difficult to discern the structure of the opera. A brief orchestral introduction
introduces the main motifs, which most of the succeeding material develops and transforms.
It also serves to establish the ominous, unsettling tone of the ensuing tale with its
lower strings and murky bass clarinet solo. This Prelude and a sung Epilogue frame a musical
narrative built around a series of nine numbers. These consist of the following from Act One,
Scene One: a song by George, ‘I’m broken, I’ve no money’; the duet between Emma and
George ‘Dear love, forgive these foolish tears’, and the disturbing ‘Lodger’s Chant’ from
. In Act One, Scene Two, the numbers comprise a ‘Chorus of Drunks’ in which
the revellers render a pastiche of a Victorian music-hall song ‘if you’re feeling kind of down’;
Daisy’s delicate song, ‘How often I have longed to come home; and the Finale to Act One.
This takes the form of a quintet as Daisy, Emma, Joe, George and Lodger each declaim a
separate text over a wordless chorus instructed to begin singing with closed lips, then
half-closed lips and finally open lips as the music builds to a climax. From Act Two Scene
One, there is the duet for Daisy and Emma ‘Wish I knew what Joe is thinking’; Emma’s
wistful song ‘Darling mother used to sit and rock herself to and fro’ and Act Two Scene Two
brings a delicate waltz-like duet, ‘Once I tried to keep my love locked away’, sung by the
young lovers Daisy and Joe.

music under pseudonyms such as Max Morelle and Janos.
Oxford University Press began publishing Tate’s music in 1935, the same year in which she
married Alan Frank, a clarinettist and music editor.5 From 1954 she settled in Hampstead,
North London with her husband and two children and became an active member of the
Hampstead Music Club and the Barnet and District Choral Society. The first woman to be
appointed on the management committee of the Performing Rights Society’s Member’s Fund,
she also served on the executive committee of the Composers’ Guild.
Exceptionally self-critical, Tate destroyed almost all her pre-war scores. Her earliest
acknowledged piece, and the first to reach a wide public, was the Concerto for Alto
Saxophone and Strings of 1944, which was commissioned by the BBC and first played by
soloist Michael Krein with the Boyd Neel Orchestra. A decisive moment in public awareness
of her music came in December 1947 when the Sonata for clarinet and cello was performed
at a London Contemporary Music Centre concert and the
(composed in 1945) was broadcast on the Third Programme. One of the few works written
for this mellifluous combination of instruments, the sonata exemplifies her attraction to
unconventional sounds and textures. In the
, a setting of a poem by Sidney Keyes,
the voices are accompanied by string quartet, double bass, celesta and bass clarinet. Another
, is scored for a baritone accompanied
work dating from this period,
by a flute, clarinet, bassoon, horn and harp.
After a five-year hiatus in her creative output caused by illness, she produced a number of
highly accomplished compositions such as the String Quartet in F (1953) and a setting of
for tenor soloist, viola, two pianos, celesta and nine
Tennyson’s poem
percussion instruments, written in 1956 for the tenth anniversary of the BBC Third
Programme. Another BBC commission, for the Light Music Festival, resulted in one of her
most popular and enduring works, the four-movement light-orchestral suite
(1958).6

One of the most outstanding passages in Tate’s score occurs in Act Two Scene One during
an orchestral interlude whilst the curtain is up. Ticking woodblocks subsequently reinforced
by cymbal rolls suggest the relentless and ultimately unendurable ticking of a clock, reflecting
the unsettled Emma’s growing hysteria. This is a straightforward enough musical device but

In her later years she was increasingly drawn to vocal music and wrote several large-scale
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Alan Frank (1910-1994) was Head of Music at OUP 1954-1975.
Recorded by Lyrita (SRCD.214).

choral pieces, such as
(1967);
, for narrator,
, for chorus
soprano, tenor, chorus and chamber orchestra (1976), and
and orchestra (1977). Her operatic output consists of
(1960),
(1962), written for a BBC television broadcast, and
(1966), a
one-act opera after the play by John Gay, which was commissioned by the Cheltenham
Festival. A deeply held conviction that music should entertain and give pleasure led her to
write several works for children and amateurs, including the school operettas
(1982) and
(1983). These are among the last scores she completed before her death at
the Royal Free Hospital, Camden, London, on 29 May 1987.

was a fondness for Victorian texts, with their veneer of outward respectability tending to
conceal secret repressions, and in 1965 she wrote
for soprano, contralto,
, however, she wrote her own
horn and piano to words by Matthew Arnold. For
synopsis which was then fashioned into a libretto by David Franklin. In the aforementioned
article, Tate praised Franklin’s contribution to the project: ‘His great experience as a
singer at Glyndebourne and Covent Garden … has been of enormous help to me. The
planning of the work took more time than the actual composing. The first scene took eight
hours in our original version, but we managed to whittle it down so that the whole opera lasts
a mere two and a quarter hours now’.8

(1958-60) is based on a novel by Marie Belloc
Phyllis Tate’s two-act opera
Lowndes (1868-1947), sister of the writer and historian Hilaire Belloc and wife of
columnist Frederick Lowndes. Written in 1913 and first published a year later, the novel was
influenced by the notorious ‘Jack the Ripper’ murders of 1888 in Whitechapel, London. It
was first filmed by Alfred Hitchcock in 1926 with Ivor Novello as the titular tenant. Subtitled
‘A Story of the London Fog’,
was Hitchcock’s third film as director and the
earliest example of the suspense thrillers with which his name would become synonymous.
There were three subsequent remakes, the most prestigious being the 1944 version released
by Twentieth Century Fox studios in 1944 as a starring vehicle for the ill-fated American
actor Laird Cregar.

Franklin’s text preserves key aspects of the original novel, such as the main characters,
especially the sympathetic and rounded characterisations of the Buntings, and the wryly
observed gang mentality of the crowds. In addition to these, several modifications from the
original 1926 cinematic adaptation are retained. For example, in the novel, Daisy is Mrs
Bunting’s stepdaughter and their relationship is not especially close, whereas in the film she
is her daughter, a kinship which adds intensity to Mrs Bunting’s fears for Daisy’s safety, and
the strength of these family bonds is fully exploited in the opera. Also retained from the film
adaptation is a compressed time-frame, lending a palpable sense of urgency to the events and
adding extra fluency to the narrative.

The setting of
is a boarding house on the Marylebone Road, London and the
story takes as its principal character Emma Bunting, a landlady who gradually realises that
the quiet, gentlemanly lodger who effectively saved her and her husband from destitution is
in fact an evil murderer. The lodger himself, whose religious and sexual mania is graphically
, is presented as a pitiable figure, but it is the conflict
expressed in words from
within the landlady’s mind - whether or not she should hand over a man with a mental illness
to the authorities - that provides the emotional core of the opera.
In an article about
which appeared in
, Tate expressed her taste for
the macabre: ‘I have always been fascinated by the sinister … and the opera is really a climax
to works like the
… and
. … Both these works are also
concerned with death in pretty spectacular forms’.7 Coupled with this leaning to the dark side
7
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The operatic version has five principal characters: Emma Bunting, a landlady; George, her
husband; Daisy, their daughter; The Lodger; Joe Chandler, a young police detective. In
addition, there are a number of smaller parts, including a paper boy and a policeman,
together with a chorus of cockney revellers who grow evermore inebriated and more primitive
as the latest murder is committed in the vicinity.
In setting Franklin’s text, Tate was concerned to translate natural speech into music. Partly
is melodic and accessible, perhaps
as a consequence of this, the musical style of
surprisingly so for a piece of music theatre that tackles such lurid subject-matter. It is
certainly in marked contrast to the Expressionist style and intricate musical structure of Alban
Berg’s opera
(composed 1929-1935 and premiered, incomplete, in 1937) in which the
eponymous character meets Jack the Ripper. Tate reveals a keen dramatic sense, particularly
1960, p.17.
8
Ibid.
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